Vauxhall Movano

The ideal wheelchair passenger vehicle for community use or larger
families, with flexible seating to transport up to three wheelchairs without
the need for a D1 licence.

Vauxhall Movano

The vehicle
The Vauxhall Movano offers excellent space combined
with a high standard specification. It is the ideal vehicle
to transport up to three wheelchair passengers safely
and comfortably.
The conversion from Gowrings Mobility has a double front
passenger seat to maximise the seated capacity. Its
medium height enables easy access and ease of
movement inside the vehicle, and its medium length
optimises the wheelchair positions, whilst ensuring it is also
easy to drive.
The front cabin is spacious with plenty of flexible storage
as standard, including large door pockets and overhead
storage shelves, in addition to coin and ticket holders. The
centre front seat has fold-flat capability, increasing the
vehicle’s versatility.
The vehicle comes with a wide aperture near side sliding
door giving easy access
for ambulant
passengers. Full
height rear doors
and an inboard lift
optimise access
from the rear.

Movano key features
The diesel engine delivers impressive performance,
excellent fuel economy and low emissions, with a sixspeed manual gearbox as standard and a gear-shift
indicator light to show the optimum time to shift gear to
maximise fuel economy. Optional six-speed Tecshift
automated manual transmission offers the benefit of an
automatic transmission without increasing fuel
consumption.

n

Six-speed manual gearbox

n

Optional six-speed automated manual
Tecshift transmission

n

Double front passenger seat

n

Front cabin storage

n

Wide aperture side sliding door with integral step

n

Clear and easy to read instrument panel

Impressive safety and security features are included in
the standard specification: ABS with Electronic Brakeforce
Distribution (EBD) and Emergency Brake Assist (EBA).
Chassis and suspension systems include Electronic Stability
Programme (ESP) with Traction Control System (TCS) to
promote maximum confidence in all driving conditions.

Rear retractor belts are removable and adjustable

Well appointed cabin

Vauxhall Movano

The conversion
The Vauxhall Movano from Gowrings Mobility offers
comfort and versatility. Fully Type Approved, this
conversion is designed around the needs of the
wheelchair passenger and can accommodate up to
three wheelchair positions with ease.
The wheelchairs are located along the full length of the
floor tracking. The wheelchairs are all restrained by a
4 point wheelchair securing system, using adjustable

restraints that can be easily and safely stowed when not in
use, to prevent trip hazards. A choice of restraints stowage
can be specified as an option.
The versatility of the floor tracking accommodates a
variety of wheelchairs. Each wheelchair passenger is
secured with an adjustable lap and diagonal belt that has
an upper anchorage fixing point to reduce the risk of
injury.
This conversion offers a choice of up to six
interchangeable and removable rear seat positions. These
seats come with wheels as standard for ease of removal
and fix into tracking in the adapted floor. They have builtin open headrests and lap and diagonal belts, and are
trimmed in a wipe clean combination vinyl/fabric trim.
There are also up to three tip & turn seat positions
available. These offer the advantage of being slim when
stowed and easy to deploy. They have adjustable backs
and coordinate with the interior trim.
The Movano can be specified with up to a maximum of
six rear seats in any combination of removable seats,
wheelchair positions and/or tip & turn seats.

The unique Gowrings Mobility
conversion
n Four point wheelchair securing system to ensure
safe and simple restraint of the wheelchairs
n Personal adjustable lap & diagonal belts with
upper anchorage points for the wheelchair users
n Modified and strengthened rear floor
n Additional lighting
n Trim designed to be wiped clean
n Reversing buzzers

Conversion options
n

Up to three wheelchair positions

n

Up to six rear seats in a combination of
removable seats, wheelchair positions and/or
tip & turn seats

n

Choice of inboard lifts and restraints stowage

n

Solo wheelchair restraints

n

Full length electric side step

n

Reversing sensors

n

Roof vent

n

Rear heaters

n

Safety accessories

There are extra lights above the access points for ease of
use at night.

Tip & turn seat with
tracking restraint stowage

Full length electric side
step

Vauxhall Movano

Dimensions & demos

The facts
Will my wheelchair fit in? (width x length)

Ready to find out more?

Available space for your wheelchair:
Front wheelchair position: 840mm (33”) x 1330mm (52”)
Without rear wheelchair: 840mm (33”) x 1800mm (71”)

Whether you are looking for a car for personal use or are a transport operator,
the Movano is the perfect choice. One of our personal mobility advisors will
discuss your specific requirements to ensure that you make the right choice
for your motoring needs. They can also advise on the buying options: cash,
finance, Motability or leasing.

Rear wheelchair position:
No T&T* seats: 1380mm ( 54”) x 1330mm (52”)
1 T&T* seat: 1070mm (42”) x 1330mm (52”)
2 T&T* seats: 700mm (28”) x 1330mm (52”)
How much headroom is there?
Entry height: 1790mm (70”)
Minimum internal height in the car 1830mm (72”)

Our unique demonstration service
A member of our demonstration team will bring the Movano to you to confirm
that it is the most appropriate choice for your motoring needs.
Our demonstration team is not part of our sales team, their role is to show
you the features of the car for you to assess the suitability of the Movano. We
recommend that transport operators invite clients and service users to the
demonstration to ensure that you get the most out of the day. This service is free
and carries no obligation, although we prefer not to sell you a vehicle without
one.
Once you have placed your order a member of our delivery team will keep you
updated with the progress of your order, and once delivered, our relationship
continues throughout your ownership of the vehicle, with our excellent aftersales
support.

What to do now
Please call us on Lo-Call 0845 608 8020 to discuss your requirements and
to book a free, no obligation demonstration. We look forward to hearing
from you.

Will it fit in a garage?
Vehicle height x width x length: 2500mm (99”)
x 2470mm (97”) x 5548mm (218”)
*T&T = Tip & turn seats

Seating layouts
2 wheelchair option
Maximum seating
capacity shown with
six interchangeable/
removable seats
3 wheelchair option
= tip & turn rear seat

1 wheelchair option
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